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New Moon in Taurus Tuesday May 7th 11:23 PM EST

Mercury ingress Taurus May 15th 1:06 PM
Sun ingress Gemini Monday May 20th 9:01 AM

Full Moon in Sagittarius Thursday May 23rd 9:54 AM
Jupiter in Taurus sextile Neptune in Pisces Thursday May 23rd 6:45 PM

Venus ingress Gemini Thursday May 23rd 4:31 PM
Jupiter ingress Gemini Saturday May 25th 7:16 PM
Mercury ingress Gemini Monday June 3rd 3:38 AM

Pluto retrograde in Aquarius through out cycle
Next new Moon in Gemini Thursday June 6th 8:39 AM



Pathfinder Report is a new Moon Astrology report intended to assist in

advancing personal significance, equality, and sovereignty through self

observation and admission. The report assumes "you create your own reality"

an unequivocal fact, at times referred to as

“the perfection premise".

New Moon Alignments
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“ ."I am enjoying being independently courageous
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artnership arrangements may have led to one's current shared experiences. These experiences
may be wonderful or they may be challenging, likely a mix of each. A relationship with a
significant other can become dynamic with impulsive action and fired up ideas. The shared

ideas, or assumed shared ideas, between those who are considered significant other, can be behind
the impulsive action and sudden bouts of courage potentially exhibited. Some faulty or
dysfunctional ideas may have to be fleshed out. Notions and beliefs shared are purified if you will, by
one's ability to take responsibility independently. As Venus transits Taurus a focus toward sensual
experience is more likely. A focus on one's basic idea of security can also be highlighted or
prioritized. Ideas in this regard may be explored and experienced. In many cases things can go very
well between couples. For example this can feel like a sensual rebirth, or a return to an enchanted
attraction, a feeling that one belongs with another on a sensual level as well sharing security
concerns. If one is not currently with a significant other they may still feel a burst of courage and
action energy. A past unsettled relationship may cause one to take actions now even if it is months or
even years later. What is happening is an individual is being shown where their independence has got
locked or tied into a relationship experience which has never really been harmonized. If memories of
past love pain return it is ideal for the individual to review this emotional drama from their current
wiser perspective. If we allow our emotional self to do it's thing this portion of ourself will
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essentially show us what makes us angry or what scares us, with this information we are better able to
understand the belief which qualifies these reactions. Ultimately the admitting individual will see a
bigger congruent picture and as such begin to see they have other choices available to them.Ashared
sensitivity regarding social freedom as shared by couples can become very important. Security can
change suddenly affecting partnerships.

Have some historic authorities lost their footing? For the last few years authorities have been
undergoing changes, their integrity put on display. Religious authorities are in particular under an
integrity spot light right now. Fake authorities can rise up right now as well, their bad misguided
ways will seem more easily effective when tricking and fooling others. All will meet their own
projection so these corrupted individuals or forces will find their end soon enough. However in
the meantime the individual is wise to realize there is indeed a very big shake up occurring in the
realm of authority. It is essential for those who are to be playing an ongoing authoritative role,
that they have congruency and integrity. This isn't for show or appearances as it may have existed
in the past, where an authority was an idea or an illusion, where in the past an authority may have
been a fake wizard behind a curtain. All has been or continues to be exposed, authorities going
forward must have impeccable congruency or they will not be able to hold the frequency of their
intentions. It can feel as if time is running out. In such cases the individual can use this feeling,
or insight, to better understand their mission. Ideally all will be planned well and the time and
resources are there when they need be. Also included in this report as Period 9.
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With this Moon cycle beginning in Taurus the focus will be on personal beliefs and thoughts
which spring from issues pertaining to foundation and security. The current report, including the
fourteen period cycle below, is scripted from the perspective of experiencing and witnessing
these beliefs as they flood into the mind and are extended to others through communication.
Thoughts and ideas communicated reveal beliefs which have been encouraged by notions which
detail where security comes from. An evolution of self awareness occurs as the influence behind
the beliefs becomes known. Those born under the Sun sign Taurus have a natural propensity to
seek solid ground through beliefs, they know value as it is measured in the comfort and security
beliefs support. They naturally locate a steadiness within a sea of communicated ideas. Not to
exclude others as we all have Taurus somewhere in our personal astrology charts, the following
is a simplified list intended to indicate where each Sun sign would access Taurus propensity for
locating and being steady. There are many accents in each personal astrology chart where an
individual's energy will be characterized by an apparent alternate Sun sign, as in being their
Moon sign. In these cases there may be personal alignments which support a deviation of one's
will from their highest order. The intention here is to clarify a basic location or activity where an
individual can find or manifest into their experience comfort and security and thus create added
meaning to the content of the report. These can also serve as healthy intentions.

I manifest a natural comfort and steadiness …

Aries: by valuing and trusting what I see and witness right there in front me.

Pisces: by listening for and speaking from basic understanding.

Aquarius: by trusting my feelings and extending this to self acceptance.

Capricorn: by being selective as I accept those ideas which will facilitate inspired action.

Sagittarius: by being discerning and realistic as I focus specifically on what is my own
concern.

Scorpio: by accepting my partner for what is mirrored back to me.

Libra: by paying attention to the common ground which prevails from my partnerships.

Virgo: by allowing myself to discover the unifying nature of the Earth, no matter where I find
myself upon her.

Leo: by bringing a realistic and solid foundation to the public I serve.

Cancer: by keeping my involvement with friends and community simple.

Gemini: by allowing myself to merge with nature and accept her constant state of welcoming
as she provides for her entire organic family.
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Birthdays
The Birthdays section is a list of birthdays which are being strongly affected by current
astrological alignments. If a birthday is not listed here it doesn't mean that a person is not
experiencing significant astrological influences which are dynamically paralleling life changes.
After all we are experiencing tremendous Earth changes now, nobody is excluded. The people
who do have these birth dates are being strongly influenced now and are likely experiencing life
altering dynamics. In some cases great opportunities are occurring and in others great challenges
are brought forward. Since all challenges can be re-framed as opportunities all those who have
these birthdays are experiencing great live changing opportunities. If a birthday is just a day or so
previous to the listed date then the person has recently experienced a major change. Due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the change is not necessarily complete, it may return. If a
birthday follows a date listed the person will soon experience a major change. Again due to the
retrograde nature of transiting planets the person may have already begun a major change which
seems to have backed off, and will most definitely return.

The Pathfinder Report follows the Moon through fourteen periods in 29 days beginning on

the new Moon. The Fourteen periods, or phases, follow the Moon's journey through the

entire Moon cycle. Each period will have a particular flavor or tone and is interpreted here

as a unique opportunity. The first period begins at the moment of new Moon and continues

until the Moon’s first ingress. The Moon will ingress into the next zodiac sign thirteen

times yielding fourteen unique periods. As each individual's journey and process is a

unique personal adventure this report is to be considered a generalization. In some cases

example scenarios are given to assist in providing clarity as to how specific astro

alignments may be experienced.

Fourteen Period Format

***
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January 22nd & 23rd

March 7th, 8th, & 9th

March 19th & 20th

April 11th, & 12th

May 13th, 14th & 15th

July 24th & 25th

September 9th, 10th, & 11th

September 22nd

October 14th & 15th

November 15th, 16th & 17th
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01 Tuesday May 7th 11:23 PM EST 2024 - New Moon in Taurus

02 Wednesday May 8th - Moon enters Gemini 7:22 PM

03 Friday May 10th - Moon enters Cancer 11:14 PM

A shared sensitivity regarding social freedom as experienced by couples can become very
important. Security can change suddenly affecting partnerships. It can seem as if the Earth is
coming alive in an unexpected way. Those who feel married to her the Earth can feel this as well
as their sensitivity is perhaps buzzing more often and at an increasing frequency. The freedom of
the Earth is known by her, it's as if she is waking up and becoming more present in all our lives.
The air we breath the water we drink the food we eat it is all apart of her presence her dynamic,
we as organic human creatures are apart of this extended sensual experience. As the frequency of
the Earth increases so will our own frequency increase as we too are present within it, where the
Earth goes we go. Independent actions can be a testimonial of love for one's partner. A shared
belief which in some way defines "what is the character of courage" can become real, real
actions manifesting. Authorities who are extra sensitive to the well being of the Earth and are
protective of family integrity can become empowered by Earth's changing and increasing
frequency. Historic authorities who have typically ignored the Earth's special role in our lives
will be searching through their religious and spiritual beliefs looking for something which can
feel real in a solid way to them. If they choose to acknowledge the Earth their journey and can
change dramatically right now. The meaning of security and comfort can become more directly
related to abundance as a simplicity begins to return, ideally paralleling a refreshed functional
economic infrastructure.

Communication can feel necessary as this is what it takes to secure one's foundation or bring
their intentions into manifestation. Ideas communicated can feel like a string of cliches, or
prepackaged ideas. This will shift to more detailed and intrinsic idea sharing soon enough,
especially after May 20th and the Sun has made a Gemini ingress. For now we may be repeating
our words or hear stuff we have already heard. The quality of communication is in no way
limited however, in fact sudden physical changes, imperial type changes, can affected how these
canned ideas are understood, in other words even though we may have heard certain things
before it will not be surprising if there is new insight extending from these already known ideas.
A powerful force for justice can appear, especially if there is known reason for it. In such cases
an individual may be challenged to be diplomatic and wise, doing so can yield this power over to
such a wise owl. Or an individual may connect with one who is diplomatic and wise? There is
less hesitation to speak up now. If there are important matters going on in one's life they may
react in a courageous impulsive way, stating ideas or inquiring in a direct way. Communications
will likely concern security or in some way be related to foundational steadiness. There is a
potential for some who are unsettled to become more active and possible show more aggression
than usual.

A discerning look at what is worth pursuing and what is not, proceeds what will likely be a
decisive physical action. A dedication to family and home, children or parents, can feel more
important right now. One's sensitivity can affect the way in which they communicate or connect
with others as daily affairs are attended to. Changing and evolving foundational ideas or
concerns can affect the urgency in which information is communicated. An unexpected change in
one's security can affect an individual's home and or family. A sense of dedication to home and
family can be felt more intensely now, it can feel like it is one's sacred calling, to protect their
home and family. An individual in one's home or family dynamic may be requiring serious
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assistance. Such assistance occurs as an attention to security. It is the foundational elements of
comfort and security which are perhaps called for review. A reestablishment of home security
may be necessary. One's home security may be more closely connected to natural settings around
them, their connection with nature may become more important to them. The natural life around
one's home or family can begin to be more important to their harmony and comfort. Actions
based on real physical strength can be effective, as opposed to frivolous actions. The sensitivity
of others can become more apparent, especially if concerns over home security are threatened.
Ideally the individual will feel a need to hold space for discipline, principal, and commitment, in
a shared collective family experience.

Opposition to cults and elitism can flare up easily. Typically things may have been said or
suggested, however now we can use a heads up as impulsive actions can create unexpected
dynamics. Unfair elitism will soon meet it's own end, and it has already begun, we will see,
especially after November 19th later this year, a steady sustained erasure of unfavorable elitism.
Hidden elitism will be exposed and we may see some exposing here as the Moon transits Leo. A
clash with a superior, a class stand off, a blockage of one's will by the intention and priority of
another. On a positive note a self responsible perspective will yield good things. Increases in
abundance can occur yet the individual may be asked to suck it up, or be mature in some way.
Some thing will likely have to be accepted, acknowledged, something which will act as a road
block until it is. It will come down to how an individual feels about them self. Must they get
trophies from others to feel good about who they are? When the individual is aware they are the
command center to all which is happening in an apparent external world they will naturally let go
of external validation. The external world is still important to them however the difficulties they
experience, as well as the joys, are all connected with their continually unraveling journey. We
are king, or queen, of our own world when we take such responsibility. So why would one allow
a group of elites to dictate or rule over one's self? The Moon in Leo is the exact medicine for the
awakening individual as this Moon transit can urge the individual to stick up for them self as if
they are a significant individual. In the process of sticking up for oneself denial can be revealed.
Self honesty is the golden ticket to sovereignty and freedom.

Figuring out ways to become appreciated by one's mate or partner can trigger dynamic actions.
Perhaps a demonstration of fearless courage would be impressive enough to draw attention? To
protect create or secure our fundamental stability our comfort and security we will perhaps need
to analyse our situation. Analytical perspectives may feel necessary, especially if an individual is
dealing with a security situation. With Saturn centered in Pisces opposing Virgo our analytical
process may just lead us to a somewhat lost or delusional authority, perhaps religious or fantastic
in some way, and this would be a congruent conclusion. There can most certainly be something
off or amiss with established authorities these days. Can we trust our intuition? The joy of being
analytical is an organic truth. Such a truth can be juicy, sensual, enchanting. There is a mental
aspect or perspective however the center of gravity, as always, is within one's heart. We may
know this, innately, as if our body is already aware of the juiciness of truth. Our emotional
reactions as correlating with this current Virgo Moon ingress, can be indicative of this innate
knowing? If so there is valuable insight into understanding one's individual power. At that point
of understanding and admission it can become so many different things to different unique

04 Monday May 13th - Moon enters Leo 6:37 AM

05 Wednesday May 15th - Moon enters Virgo 5:34 PM
Mercury ingress Taurus May 15th 1:06 PM
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individuals, however the mechanic remains the same, in what way are we to become better aware
of who we really are? Look for "seeking attention in partnership or establishing a heart centered
base of responsibility" as possible correlations.

Those who are aligned with the Earth will resonate with her galactic entry today! An individual's
intention to be grounded and realistic will lead them to experience a high frequency
augmentation of this grounding. Our marriage to the Earth can potentially parallel our
partnership with our spouse or special mate. As all species of Earth bound creatures must mate in
order to sustain their presence we can see the enchanted means by which she functions and
supports the sustained presence of all species. It's as if our marriage to Earth must be first
harmonized before we can be properly married to our romantic love partner. We may feel this
enchanted role of man and woman today as an electrical yet sensual stream of energy in our
organic embrace with life. The Moon's Libra transit can have some searching for their better half
in some special way, in an organic sensual way. Both Mars and Venus are quite significant during
this Libra Moon transit. The action to demonstrate to one's self and their partner their affection
and caring for their partner can induce in one a powerful courage, a divine courage. Humanity as
individuals is being given the opportunity to birth a warrior self, if this has not already occurred.
For some individuals this birthing of the warrior self is encouraged by the sensual impulse to
experience the enchantment of partnership love as it is in resonance to the natural sensual truth of
who we are. When it comes to evolving one's awareness the individual will find they have no
choice, they must have their cake and eat it too.

Communicating in regard to one's values, one's assets, may feel more natural now. The Moon's
Scorpio transit can however cause some to feel cautious, some may even feel suspicious.
Communication kept simple will work best for now. An increase in bounty will feel exciting, a
realistic sense of amplified abundance can be felt however it may be over active optimism.
Within the bounds of one's complete picture of things this runaway optimism may be better
placed and understood. Never the less there is a potential for an increase in bounty. Someone's
optimism may be obviously their own, their enthusiasm is not necessarily shared with their
partner. The dynamics of a partnership may suddenly change as an individual involved may have
a quick change in their own security. Some will communicate via actions, this can be unexpected
actions, it may not be so difficult to see what it is they are saying? One's desire for independence
from a difficult partnership may come as freedom resources are suddenly available, their
challenge is to be courageous and take action, independent action. Individuals in partnerships
who feel they need to step in and make suggestions can show some fine wisdom, their ability to
service their partners issue as well as make things extra rosey for all around makes them a hero,
however this is far from the motivation.

06 Saturday May 18th - Moon enters Libra 6:24 AM

07 Monday May 20th - Moon enters Scorpio 6:35 PM

Sun ingress Gemini Monday May 20th 9:01 AM

08 Thursday May 23rd - Moon enters Sagittarius 4:25 AM

Revolutionary ideas can come into play where justice is sought to challenge elitism. Information
can come to light which is connected with the demise or breaking up of some private cult like
elite controllers. Some of these authorities or controllers have remained hidden for so long yet

Full Moon in Sagittarius Thursday May 23rd 9:54 AM
Venus ingress Gemini Thursday May 23rd 4:31 PM
Jupiter in Taurus sextile Neptune in Pisces Thursday May 23rd 6:45 PM
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now it seems their number has come up and there is some explaining to do. Foundational truth
can become extra important to some. As a matter of justice the bases for one's truth must be
fundamentally solid. Justice must stand on solid ground. Both reputation and justice can seem
more important and critical than usual. A feeling that if an individual would be stronger and do
more physical effort their intentions will yield their desires. Some individual's may feel they can
move mountains, it can seem as if they are stronger physically than usual. This can be true
however it is important the individual is not deluding themselves. Delusions as to who is the
authority and what is their real strength can also seem like a maze of contradiction. For issues
which relate to values where there are several individuals involved a diplomatic wisdom can
appear. An excellent idea is possible where all parties involved in a shared concern are
beneficially served by insightful and creative ideas and suggestions from a wise minded
individual. Communication and clear idea sharing are one's allies right now. As some individuals
may be intending to do more than they can do easily, it is best to perhaps make sure the ideas and
beliefs of self and others are well understood before moving forward.

Have some historic authorities lost their footing? For the last few years authorities have been
undergoing changes, their integrity put on display. Religious authorities are in particular under an
integrity spot light right now. Fake authorities can rise up right now as well, their bad misguided
ways will seem more easily effective when tricking and fooling others. All will meet their own
projection so these corrupted individuals or forces will find their end soon enough. However in
the meantime the individual is wise to realize there is indeed a very big shake up occurring in the
realm of authority. It is essential for those who are to be playing an ongoing authoritative role,
that they have congruency and integrity. This isn't for show or appearances as it may have existed
in the past, where an authority was an idea or an illusion, where in the past an authority may
have been a fake wizard behind a curtain. All has been or continues to be exposed, authorities
going forward must have impeccable congruency or they will not be able to hold the frequency
of their intentions. Somewhat typical for when the Moon makes a Capricorn ingress an
individual may feel extra pressure to get something happening. It can feel as if time is running
out. In such cases the individual can use this feeling, or insight, to better understand their
mission. Ideally all will be planned well and the time and resources are there when they need be.
A nurturing care giving parental like individual may become actively involved in assisting one
who has found trouble, this could be within a family dynamic. Some form of domestic sacrifices
can come into the family or home dynamic. If so this will be related to a sacred meaning or
energy which holds the family together in a spiritual way.

There are many community infrastructures which are common place and function as a means by
which we as individuals can form community and society. Which came first the community or
the social infrastructure? We can deduce they grew together, for the most part, as a social
evolution. Each individual can see this for themselves as we are living it and experiencing first
hand. Depending on an individual's age they will be witness to this ongoing social evolutionary
change. Current global dynamics are set to move this evolution forward in a fashion which will
be intense and revolutionary. The true or real meaning behind any or all social infrastructure has
been or will be exposed. This will occur over a two decade window beginning late fall this year.
An unrelenting revealing of who's who. Ideally the individual will be concerned as to what is real
as opposed to who is running things. Over these two decades the individual will become their

09 Saturday May 25th - Moon enters Capricorn 11:37 AM

10 Monday May 27th - Moon enters Aquarius 4:46 PM

Jupiter ingress Gemini Saturday May 25th 7:16 PM
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own authority in ways which may currently be unimaginable, for some it may be unimaginable
however there are those who were ready yesterday. The need to be responsible for one's self will
become increasingly important, as the idea that one will be saved by some one or something is
becoming increasingly nonfunctional. Also what is occurring big time to all humanity regarding
community infrastructure is the unavoidable necessity for individual's to be closer to Earthly
integrity, to acknowledge who we are as being guests, if you will, to her home. The biggest social
club of all is Gaia, and we as organic humans are included in this extensive sensual organic
infrastructure. As machines and non human intelligence as extensions of fading crumbling
authorities continue to make their final push, revealing their presence and agenda, we can be sure
something big is going on here. An evolution away from machine type authority to organic
integrity is most certainly occurring and it is to our advantage to move into impeccable self love
and self responsibility such that we can be included in her cornucopia of abundance and values.

Our security is important to us as individuals, and as such our survival instinct may be
broadcasting to us. Where is our foundational security coming from, how dependable is it, can I,
or we, survive? The feeling for the individual that their security is assured or they are on solid
ground in regards to their personal security will include some sort of belief regarding who the
governing authorities are. It is this Taurus Moon cycle which can flesh this belief out. In many
instances the individual may be unaware they are making such an assumption rather
automatically. We as individuals may have become aware during this Moon cycle that who we
thought was the governing authority, well is not. Or they are not who they have been. It is to their
advantage that the individual becomes informed as to the reality and truth of the assumed
authority. Some authorities may be complete fakes and frauds from the beginning, their presence
a dash in lives of honest individuals, just a complete scam. Other authorities who have been there
historically may be experiencing a wanning in their ability to govern, their powers falling. The
individual must be able and ready to accept this changing landscape within the governing of their
community. Many will have had their spiritual or religious authority involved in this revealing
and discovery as well. When we consider the fundamental source of our survival, as an
individual, as a family, as a community, as a nation, and as a global community, we would do
well to keep it simple and get down to absolute basics. Man made things and concepts depending
on which are relied upon may not have the congruency to keep us connected to our survival and
comfort needs. We will likely see in the next several weeks a desire and concern for many
individuals to get more information, to investigate and learn more about the system they thought
was okay. Our need for clean air and water, for sunshine and healthy food, is still the same
however. If there has been a middle man in our method of acquiring and sharing such important
resources we need to know how real their role is or continues to be. Ultimately the simplicity of
the situation will lead the individual to truth of our survival and how important it is that we can
admit, accept, embrace, and acknowledge the Earth as our survival provider. The so called
middle man may have to be changed however the Earth her self is still there to create and share a
healthy bounty with us.

Got something to say, or something to do? After a head spinning rally with truth it can feel like it
is time to start getting clear about what is going on. Or it can start to feel if one needs something
important attended to they will need to make the major effort themselves. We may experience an
up swing in communication. An increase in the broadcasting of ideas, or an increase in inquiries?

11 Wednesday May 29th - Moon enters Pisces 8:34 PM

12 Friday May 31st - Moon enters Aries 11:29 PM
Mercury ingress Gemini Monday June 3rd 3:38 AM
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In regards to important tangible values who is controlling what? If there has been big changes in
the social infrastructures which govern our local and global resource sharing it would do well for
the individual who is dependant on this to become better informed. Decisions may have to be
made. Getting clear of misconception and delusion can be an early step however eventually the
individual may also require different ideas and different actions then what may be considered
typical. A need to get over some recently revealed and discovered facts about how our survival
will roll out in the near future and to turn this into a sensible plan where both communications
and actions are required may be occurring. This can mean a complete turn around for some. Our
ability to understand our partnerships is also critical as we may have partnerships which do affect
how we connect with basic survival and domestic comfort needs. It is for the individual to wake
up to their own personal sovereignty first and this can mean being honest with themselves about
the quality or need for certain relationships. If there are dramas occurring for the individual it is
most likely related to the wakening of their inner warrior self. As we, as a global community, are
experiencing the awaking of an inner warrior which is aligned to one's spiritual or higher self.

Being discerning as to what to listen to and follow is an astute skill required to navigate these
times. Accepting some apparent outrageous truth will require a clear mind and a courageous
demeanor, both of which are supported by current energy alignments. Some actions we are now
willing to take will perhaps require some resources? We, for example, may ask our body for
more physical strength, or we may be challenged to keep our minds clear, to avoid known non-
sense. These are signs of taking responsibility and are most likely heading us in the right
direction. Many may now be willing to hear and contemplate ideas which recently they had
quickly rejected. A common phrase these days "unbelievable". Getting over some shocking
situation is important as there is now a new direction appearing before the individual. Many
authorities of all sorts may have been reveled as delusional or broken. So what now? Ideally the
individual will keep it simple and allow their own life experiences to educate them. Changes in
security are occurring, many may benefit. Sometimes these benefits are slightly hidden, or they
require the individual to commit to something which they may be in the processing of doing. The
Earth is coming alive and we can feel this in our body as well. This organic awakening is most
certainly connected with immediate survival issues, if survival issues are currently relevant. Our
ability to see the grand parallels is comforting and reassuring, allowing us to feel all is well and
wonderful.

The coming new Moon in Gemini, 8:39 AM EST Thursday June 6th, indicates a dramatic up
swing in communications. Ideas shared with enthusiasm, and some shared with urgency. It can
for some feel as if a bubble has burst, old ideas get those outta here. New information, or updated
information, is now more willingly sought and accepted. Recently a resistance to knowing the
bigger truth was squelched and now the flood of information begins. This will be an interesting
Gemini Moon cycle for those who see the light and have busted some pesky delusions recently. A
need to admit one's past follies in terms of what was accepted or acted upon as if it were a truth
is important now. A new understanding has with it a whole new direction. This coming Moon
cycle in Gemini will focus on sharing of these new truths. It is not really that these are new, they
will be for some, it is more like finally being able to share real truth and knowing with
confidence, and knowing precisely which past accepted truths are not so true.

Next new Moon in Gemini Thursday June 6th 8:39 AM

13 Monday June 3rd - Moon enters Taurus 1:56 AM

14 Wednesday June 5th - Moon enters Gemini 4:37 AM
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SOULSTAR ASTROLOGY PATHFINDERPATHFINDER ReportReport

New Moon in Taurus Thursday May 7th 11:23 PM EST Report number 260

01 I take the time to understand a situation to the best I can before I take actions.

02 When I call for clarity it comes to me.

03 I am experiencing a grand congruency between my spiritual truth and my Earthly
experiences.

04 I can feel a need to hold space for discipline, principal, and commitment, in a shared outer
collective experience.

05 Self honesty is the golden ticket to sovereignty and freedom.

06 The stars are alive in my dreams and in the midnight sky.

07 I know I have to do many things myself because they are my challenges, wouldn't have it
any other way.

08 Everyday is Earth Day.

09 I can feeling my natural loving nature coming alive, I feel inspired.

10 Reading the grand parallels I am comforted and assured as to what will be my personal
choice.

11 I believe in the divine purpose of my life.

12 I love the Earth, I am experiencing a cornucopia of abundance.

13 I am enjoying being independently courageous.

14 I have come to understand my agreements and contracts with non living things in a much
broader way.

15 As a living human being I am privy to my divinity directly.

16 I now can see the truth as to who the authorities have always been.

17 I am married to the Earth.

18 If I agree to work for a service company I agree to selflessly service others as delineated
by my job description.

19 I am discover may new and wonderful things about myself.

20 I align with my divinity when I consciously and confidently take responsibility for my
experiences.

21 I love my partner, we share an enchanted life.


